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UNIT-5

KAUTILYA: THEORY OF STATE, FOREIGN
POLICY, ROLE OF KING
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5.7 Summary
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5.1 OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, you should be able to understand:





The ideology of Kautilya
The significance of Kautilya‟s political ideas
The origin and the theory of state
The foreign policy and Mandal theory

5.2 INTRODUCTION
Kautilya is also known as Chanakya, holds an immensely important position in the
whole Indian political thought that fascinated Western thought as well. His birth in
the 4th-century original name is Bishnugupta during the Mauryan period. He was a
famous minister a key strategist of Chandragupta Maurya served the king during the
Mauryan era during 370-283 BC. Chanakya‟s importance is quite significant and
belonged to a period in the Pataliputra of Magadha. He saw the defeat of some parts
of India by Alexander, the great. To him, centralized power is very much essential for
the existence of a state. Kautilya's philosophy is based on the central theme state. He
had a significant role in the destruction of the Nanda Dynasty by developing
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Chandragupta Maurya as a ruler and characterized the socio-political and economic
structure of ancient India. He had written his political thoughts and his ideology in his
Book Arthasastra during 3rd-2ndBC. The principle enshrined in Arthasastra was
followed not only in ancient India but also in the present scenario.
5.3 ARTHASASTRA
"Arthshastra" is the greatest work and more practical than Dharmashastra and a great
book on political science and economics. It has 15 adhikaran and 180 prakaran, based
on the problems of Administration. „Arth‟ is „wealth‟ the source of livelihood of
human beings, Arthashastra is the science that explains the means of the attainment
and protection of that earth- the science of politics. According to Kautilya „material
wellbeing alone is supreme‟. For spiritual good (dharma, ethics) and sensual pleasure
(kama) based on material wellbeing. He said that universal political virtues like
rights, equality, justice are meaningless for those who are without means of
livelihood-wealth. The aim of Arthashastra is for „palana‟ and „labha‟. Palana is the
administration and protection of the state. Labha is conquest and acquisition of
territory.
The Arthshastra deals with the seven elements of the kingdom, training duties and
vices of the king, recruitment and duties of Amatyas and Mantris, civil and criminal
administration, guilds and corporations, inter-state relations, suggesting methods to
win wars and acquire popularity. It explains the Hindu concept of law and justice,
ideas of kingship, and the state. Arthasastra is divided into sixteen books describing
all aspects of the government of a state like law, economic, military, taxation,
diplomacy, etc.
5.3 THEORY OF STATE
The origin of the state concept emerged when people approached Manu to lead as
King for establishing peace, order, and dharma. The state is originated for the welfare
of the people. It was for the first time in ancient India the definition of state was
described in Arthasastra. No territory deserves the name of the kingdom unless it is
full of people and controlled by an agglomeration of power with absolute authority
over the territory. The definition of the state is identical tothe modern definition of the
state. TheState compared with the human body, Seven Angas, Prakritis, or elements
were enumerated and elucidated by Kautilya. The seven elements of the state are:
1. Swami (The King) - It carries the sense of possession. The monarchy form of
government is accepted by Kautilya. He has presented king at the highest
place in the state. Certain qualifications are required to become „Swami‟. The
three important qualifications which are essential are noble birth, enthuse,
personal ability (education). Through education, the king acquires knowledge
of philosophy. He said the philosopher-king can only deliver effective
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administration, so good education is very much important for swami. The
Swami is regarded as the head of the state and all-powerful to exercise any
function and to take the decision in the state. The swami is all-powerful but
for the welfare of the subjects or people who are responsible for the security
of the state internal as well as external.
Amatya (The Minister) -Amatya should be able, wise, and meritorious as
described by Kautilya. Amatya or Mantrin, the minister of the state. Kautilya
defines their recruitment system who were to be moral and ethical, honest,
wisdom, patience, and of good character. The Amatyas must be natural-born
citizens. These ministers were recruited to advise the king as when necessary
maintaining the secrecy. The number of amatya can be increased or decreased
as per the necessity of the state.
Janapada (The People and The Territory) - „Jana‟ denotes people and
„Pada‟ is a symbol of territory. This unique element of Saptanga is the symbol
of State, which stands for a “territorial society and people of the state”.
Without janapada the existence of the state would not be possible. People
should be loyal to their king and ready to fight for their motherland.
Durga (Fortification) - Kautilya, for the defence and protection of the state
wanted the state to fortify the territories from all sides. Durga, the capital of
the state the fort is secured by four different types of the fort. They are
AudakDurga, Parbat Durga, GhanbanDurga and Ban Durga. AudakDurga is
surrounded by Natural Island. The parbatdurgais surrounded by rock and hills.
The ghanbandurgais surrounded by desert and grassland. The ban durga is
surrounded by dense forest. These durgas are made by the King to maintain
the security of the state.
Kosha (The Revenue) - Economy is essential for the survival of the State.
Kautilya wanted a prosperous treasury and directed the king to earn the wealth
of the nation only by legitimate means and should be based on dharma.
Kautilya suggested the legitimate sources for collection of revenue: land tax,
duty levied on the sale of commodities, tax on imports and exports, and other
miscellaneous taxes.
Danda (The Army or The Force) -Danda refers to the military which is
crucial to the security of the state. Kautilya believed a strong army is
necessary for the safety and security of the state. The army would be skilled
and obedient to the king. The Khyatriya should be the best soldiers, not the
Brahmins. Brahmins should not be recruited in the army, as described by
Kautilya.
Mitra (The Allies) - Kautilya considered the Mitra or the ally as a vital factor.
He identifies two kinds of allies, namely Sahaja and Kritrima. The Sahaja or
natural ally is derived from the times of the King‟s the father/grandfather from
the close territory of the immediately neighboring enemy. The otherone, the
Kritrima or the acquired ally has resorted for the protection of wealth and life.
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Kautilya‟s concept of „State‟ is described as angas or elements of the state. The
Saptang theory is Kautilya‟s deep understanding of not only the political nature of
man but also the functioning of his political institutions, especially focusing on the
state.
5.4 FOREIGN POLICY
For international relations, Kautilya has described the famous theory which is known
as Mandal theory. According to him, King has to be very much strong to expand the
territory of the state. The foreign policy according to Kautilya is a six- fold foreign
policy based on peace, war, neutrality, marching, alliance, double policy. To him
prepare for war or plan to conquer is the main aim of a foreign policy of the state.
5.4.1Mandal Theory
Mandal theory is the 1st model of an international political system. Kautilya has
described the principles for internal and external relations of the. The Mandal theory
has the purpose of inter-state relations and identifying friendly states. This theory
denotes a circle of Kings/kingdoms which were very close to each other
geographically. It defines an international system based on premises of natural
ambitions, natural enemies, and natural friends. It prescribes foreign policies and
diplomatic strategies to the kings in the circle to conquer all other kings. This theory
is based on the following points:






Geographical determinism
Enemy of the enemy is a friend
Friend of a friend is a friend
Friend of the enemy is enemy
No one is a permanent friend permanent enemy in politics

Kautilya has given the mandal/circle principle to establish relations with neighboring
states in the second chapter of the Sixth Tribunal of Arthashastra. Mandal means the
circle of states. According to Kautilya, there are a total of 12 different types‟ states in
the Mandal which is as follows:
Vijigishu - A state which wants to expand its kingdom is called Vijigishu the
conqueror. Its location is in the center of the circle or Mandal.
Ari or Ene my State- ForVijigishu, the adjoining state is his enemy known as Ari.
Kautilya has given three types of it: to which he addresses the names of the natural
enemy (prakritik Ari), the spontaneous enemy (sahajari) and artificial enemy
(kritrimari). The state, which is bordered by state boundaries, is the natural ari. The
king who becomes an enemy on opposing or opposing himself is called artificial ari.
King wishes to keep the territory of the neighboring kingdom under his control and to
expand the territory, so the neighboring states are normally the Ari or enemy stat es.
4

Mitra or Friend State- The kingdom in front of Ari is called Mitra or friend because
the Vizigishu has a friendly relationship with him. According to Kautilya, friendly
states can be divided into three types, they are –




PrakritikMitra or Natural Friend State
Sahaja Mitra State
KritrimMitra or Artificial Friend State.

To the states bordering the border of their state, they have given the name of natural
friend states, mother or father's relatives states are natural friends state and when any
king takes shelter of any other king for money and life, then such states will be named
as artificial friend states.
Ari Mitra State- Kautilya from the Ari Mitra State refers to a state that is a friend of
neighboring states hostile to the Vizigishu and tending to help the Ari state against the
Vizigishu.
MitraMitra State: the state located in front of the arimitra state is called mitra state
because it is a friend of mitra state.Thus his friendship also stays with vijigishu.
Ari Mitra State: Ari Mitra state located in front of MitraMitra State is called Ari
Mitra because he is a friend of Ari Mitra state, so his relationship with Ari State is
also friendly.
5.5 ROLE OF KING
„The king‟s welfare lies not in his pleasure but in that of the subjects‟. Here the
„subjects‟ are the „people‟, according to Kautilya. He gives very extensive power to
the king of the state, but the king‟s foremost duty is to protect the subjects and their
property. He described the essential qualities of a king are native of the territory,
following the teaching of Shastra, also trained in philosophy, economics, political
science. Kautilya stated that the state is a human institution and it should be amnned
by a human being, the king. The king should be the protector of the dharma of the
whole society.
The following duties of the King are stated by Kautilya:









He should be the Rakshana or PalanaKarta of the state.
He should lookafter the well-being and welfare of people
He should take an active part in the war.
He should take Dharmaniyam as a broad line of policy
He should give Paternalistic care to the state
He should protect social order in the state.
He should follow raj dharma
He should be the self- controlled person
5

5.7 SUMMARY
Kautilya was a statesman and a great thinker, made a great contribution to statecraft
not only in India in abroad from ancient times to the modern time. His famous work
Arthashastra is an important source of knowledge on polity, economy, and
administration. The Saptang theory is Kautilya‟s deep understanding of not only the
political nature of man but also the functioning of his political institutions, especially
focusing on the state.
His famous concept of Mandala theory and diplomacy is very much famous for the
strong state and its administration. Kautilya believed that nations acted in their
political, economic, and military self- interest.Kautilya was a true statesman who
bridged the gap between experience and vision. For Kautilya, good governance was
paramount. He suggested built- in checks and balances in systems and procedures for
the containment of malpractices. Many postulates of Kautilya‟s philosophy of
political economy apply to contemporary times.
5.8 EXERCISE
1. Describe the significant contribution of the Arthashastra?
2. Explain the theory of state and its relevance during modern times according to
Kautilya?
3. Critically describe the role of the king as stated by Kautilya?
4. Discuss the Mandal Theory in detail?
5.9 REFERENCE




Roger Boesche, “Kautilya‟s Arthashastra on War and Diplomacy in Ancient
India”, The Journal of Military History, Vol. 67, (January 2003), pp 9-38
RituKohli, “Kautilya‟s Political Theory – Yogakshema: The Concept of
Welfare State”, 1995, Deep and Deep Publications, ISBN 81-7100-802Pushpendra Kumar, “Kautilya Arthashastra: An Appraisal” 1989 Nag
Publishers, ISBN: 81-7081-199-6
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6.1 OBJECTIVES
After going through this Unit you will be able to understand:





The origin of kingship.
About the Democratic nature of Buddhist sangha.
The Theory of the origin of the state.
About the principle of righteousness.

6.2 INTRODUCTION
Aggannasutta is the 27th Sutta of the DighaNikaya collection. The sutta describes a
discourse imparted by the Buddha to two Brahmins, Bharadvaja and Vasettha, who
left their family and caste to become monks. The two Brahmins are insulted and
maligned by their caste for their intention to become members of the Sangha. The
Buddha explains that caste and lineage cannot be compared to the achievement of
morality practice and the Dhamma, as anyone from the four castes can become
a monk and reach the state of Arahant. Then, he explains the beginning of
the Earth and the birth of social order and its structure, including the castes. The
Buddha emphasizes the message of universality in the Dhamma and how the
Dhamma is the best of all things.
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6.3 ORIGIN OF KINGSHIP
Origin of Kingship In contrast to Brahminical literature, we have a different version
of the origin of kingship in Buddhist literature. The divine origin theory is not
accepted. We have innumerable instances in the Jatakas of elections for the royal
office. Some Jatakas contain a description of the k ing elects being chosen by the
purohit of the elders The Confucian Tradition according to his qualities or his
Mahajana-Sammata, meaning one who is accepted by all. Generally, Kshatriyas of
good families were chosen, but caste was not a bar to this electio n to royal office. In
at least two Jatakas, we find Brahmans elected to the royal office. In another Jataka,
we find a low caste man being chosen as a king. If he proved tyrannical, the remedy
was naturally a popular revolt of which we have innumerable exa mples. These revolts
were justified because:
The king-ship arose out of a contract between the subjects and the one chosen by
them.
The sovereign rights of the king were limited to the protection of subjects and
punishment of wrong-doers and he was bound by the law. The people, according to
Jataka evidence, maintained their rights and privileges for a long time. They derived
their importance partly from their numbers and partly from their organizations. They
both approach the Buddha and after some formal proprieties, the Buddha asks the two
if they received insults and denigration when they left their caste and layman's life to
join the order.
Vasettha and Bharadvaja answer that they did receive a 'flood of insults'. They say
that the other Brahmins maintain that the Brahmin caste is the best, as the Brahmins
are of high social status and authority, pure-bred, have radiant complexions, and are
born from the mouth of the God Brahma, unlike the other lower castes. So, by the
opinion of the other Brahmins, how can Vasettha and Bharadvaja leave this good
caste and status, thus joining together with fraudulent ascetics with shaven heads
from other castes, lower in status as they are born from the feet of Brahma?
6.4 DEMOCRATIC NATURE OF THE BUDDHIST SANGHA
Prof. Rhys Davidsthinks that the Buddhist Sangha was founded upon democratic
principles. According to him, the Buddhist Sangha “was a kind of republic in which
all proceedings were settled by resolutions agreed upon in regular meetings of its
members which were held subject to the observance of certain established regulations
and the use of a certain form of words. These forms and resolutions passed were
called as KammaVacas”. The democratic nature of the Buddhist order is further
illustrated by the fact that in addition to the rules and resolutions, we further learn
from the Mahavagga and the Culavagga, that
8

1) The Buddhist Sangha had a body of rules regarding the form of resolutions to be
moved in the Assembly
2) There was a rule of quorum
3) In cases of difference of opinion it was decided by the votes of the majority
4) Complicated matters were referred to the decision of committees
5) Definite rules seem to have existed regarding such matters as the votes of the
absentees. However, there is nothing to prove that the procedure in the Buddhist
Sangha which was a religious order was reflected in the „Ganasangha‟, which was a
political sangha. But in any case, the political ideas envisaged by the Buddhists were
distinct and differed greatly from the political thought of either the Dharmasastras or
the Arthsastras. It is evident in the Buddhist theory of the origin of the state.
6.5 THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF THE STATE
The theory of the origin of the state is found in the DighaNikaya. According to it,
there prevailed a golden age of harmony and happiness on earth and people being
virtuous, led a happy and peaceful life. But after a long period, people became greedy
and selfish. Other evils also crept in subsequently. This ideal state passed away. Then,
the people approached the best man amongst them and agreed with him. He was to
punish the wrongdoers and in return, they promised to give him a proportion of their
harvest. Chosen by the people, he was known as the MahaSammata or the „Great
Elect‟. Thus, the Dighanikaya challenges the Vedic dogma of the divine creation of
the social order.
The necessity of the rulers‟ authority was felt because people became corrupt;
consequently, the state came into existence. But even then the criminals and the
lawbreakers continued to operate. In the Augusta Ranikaya, Lord Buddha stressed the
importance of the fear of severe punishment by the ruler as a deterrent to crimes.
The salient features of the Buddhist theory of social evolution are that it is the
continuous moral and physical decline that necessitated a social and political order. A
direct consequence of this progressive fall of man was the rise of the institutions of
property, the state, and society in a successive sequence. It was the further fall of man
that led to the institution of kingship that came into existence as a result of the
contract between the community and the most distinguished individual. The rise of
social class is explained, in contrast to Brahminical theory, by a rational principle of
voluntary selection of occupations. In this social order, the Kshatriyas take
precedence over the Brahmanas. It is always virtue and knowledge that determined
superiority. Since the Buddhists did not believe in the caste system, they denied that
one of the duties of the king was to maintain Varnashrama dharma. They further
9

denied the restriction of kingship to the Kshatriya Varna. They did not believe in the
sanctity that surrounded the person of the king.
6.6 THE PRINCIPLE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
In Buddhist literature, danda does not have a central role. Dharma is to be upheld in
more positive ways. The principle of righteousness is different from the Brahminical
conception of dharma. It is closer to the Western conception of virtue. According to
Brahminical literature, there is a different set of ethical principles for the king. What
is dharma to the ordinary people becomes dharma to the king, when he is engaged in
protecting the social order. This is called Rajadharma. Both the Bhagavad-Gita and
the Mahabharata give detailed accounts of the concept of Rajadharma as distinct from
dharma to be practiced by ordinary citizens. Buddhists consider the primary purpose
of the state to safeguard the social order. But this order is understood more in moral
terms and dharma must be the standard for all the king‟s activities. Righteousness is
an ethical doctrine as well as a mental discipline.
In Buddhism, there is a total application of the principle of righteousness in guiding
both internal as well as foreign policies. Righteousness is the king to righteous king.
The king is bound by the same set of ethical principles as are his subjects. The king,
by example, causes the happiness or misery of his people. Political righteousness,
thus conceived, rises almost to the level of a cosmic principle of creation. It might
appear to be an exaggerated version, but one cannot deny that the conduct of the king
influences the behavior of his subjects considerably. The principle of political
righteousness is extended to include the concept of world ruler or chakravartin. The
attributes of this ruler comprise not only the universal supremacy and successful
administration at home and abroad but also and above all righteousness.
About internal administration, righteousness connotes reciprocal love and affection
between the ruler and his subjects. In the sphere of foreign relations, the Chakravarti's
conquest of the kingdom is achieved not by force but by righteousness. The principles
of righteousness mean; right views, right intention, right speech, right actions, right
livelihood, right effort, right- mindedness, etc.
6.7 SUMMARY
The Buddha then concluded his discourse to Vasettha and Bharadvaja: (Due to the
governance of Dhamma which became the root of all castes and people) anyone, from
any the caste, who did demerit and wrongdoings, lived a bad life of speech, thoughts,
views, and wrongdoings, they would end up after their death, in the realm of
sufferings, hell, loss, and torture. But anyone, from any caste, who did merit and good
deeds, lived a good life of speech, thoughts, and deeds; had the right view, after their
death, they would end in the realm of happiness and heaven. Anyone, from any caste,
who did both merit and demerit, lived a good and bad life of speech, thoughts, and
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deeds; had either a right or a bad view, after their death, they could end in the realm
of suffering or the realm of joy. Anyone, from any caste, who lived a life of
disciplined deeds, speeches, thoughts, who had trained and developed himself in the
seven factors of Enlightenment, then he would attain the eradication from the
(stains/dust/dirt/filth) of mind in this current life. Anyone, from four castes, who
became a bhikku (Monk), arahant, who had eradicated stains of Mind, had done what
must be done, had relieved himself from the burden, who had attained freedom, who
had broken the bondage of birth, who had been freed due to knowledge; then they
would be declared as the best from all of them, in accordance to the Truth (Dharma)
and not from the basis of not Truth (dhamma).
The Buddha quoted, "Dharma is the best thing for people in this life and the next as
well."The Buddha quoted the verses of Brahma Sandakumara: "The Khattiya is the
best among those who maintain their lineage; He with knowledge and conduct is best
of gods and men." then, the Buddha asserted that the verse is indeed true, according
to the Dhamma, profitable, and true. The Khattiya’s best among those who value
clan; He with knowledge and conduct is best of gods and men."Thus the discourse
ended with Vasettha and Bharadvaja rejoicing in hearing the words of Buddha.
6.8 EXERCISE
1. Explain the origin of kingship?
2. Describe the Democratic nature of the Buddhist sangha?
3. Explain the Theory of the origin of the state?
4. Briefly discuss the principle of righteousness?
6.9 REFERENCE
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7.1 OBJECTIVES

After studying this Unit you will be able to:
 Assess ZiauddinBarani, the Muslim political thinker and historian during
the period of the Delhi Sultanate.
 Know about the Fatwa- i-Jahandari.
 Analyze the political philosophy of Barani.
 Make an estimate of the elements of the Ideal Polity of Barani.

7.2 INTRODUCTION

ZiauddinBarani (1285-1357) a scholar of South Asia is renowned for writing on the
history and politics of the Sultans of Delhi. His Tarikh- i-FirozShahi is a dependable
source of history from the later times of GhiasuddinBalban to the early years of
Feroze Shah Tughluq to whom the book is dedicated. Along with the historical
accounts of the period, Barani discusses the Muslim political problems including the
implementation of Islamic laws in the newly established Muslim State in India. But
this is mainly a book on the history and not a political treatise like his work - the
Fatawa- i-Jahandari in which he advised the Sultans and the Kings, through the mouth
of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni, his ideal ruler, as to how an effective system of
government could be established by implementing the IslamicShari‟ah. Like all the
other medieval writers Barani‟s political philosophy revolves around the personality
13

of the king who is advised in various ways to implant his philosophy. For him, the
king is very important. King‟s dominance over all the affa irs of the state is ensured by
suggesting various methods.
According to Barani, the king should implement Islamic Shari‟ah in all walks of life
objectively. Barani‟s detailed twenty- four advises distinct him as a prominent
philosopher of South Asia. His political work is a valuable treatise as compared to
NizamulMulkTusi‟sSiyasat
Nama,
Kaiquas‟sQabus
Nama,
Fakhr- iMudabbir‟sAdabul- Harb, Syed Ali Hamdani‟sZakhiratul-Mulu, Nuru-ud-din
Khaqani‟sAkhlaq- i-Jahangiri, and Muhammad BaqirNajm- us-Sani‟s Muizza-tiJahangiri. In many respects, Barani‟s work provides “additional information” in
comparison to the aforesaid works.
Zia Barani was the most important political thinker of the Delhi Sultanate, particularly
during the reigns of AlauddinKhalji, Muhammad binTughlaq, and FirozTughlaq. He
represented the idea of political expediency in Islamic history. His Fatawa-i-Jahandari
(AD 1357), written as nasihat (advice) for the Muslim kings, is a classic work on
statecraft which can be compared with Kautilya‟s Arthashastra and Machiavelli‟s
Prince. For his emphasis on following the Shariat (laws of the Quran and the Prophet‟s
tradition) (Advice II) and his views on the Hindus (Advice XI), however, he has been
called a conservative, a fundamentalist, and a bigot as compared to relatively liberal
thinkers like AbulFazl. Ironically, in the earlier days, he was mocked upon by the
Mullahs and others for not following the Quranic principles and for calling himself an
Indian rather than a Turk. Later in life, when he adopted a politically hard line for
governance, he was dismissed from the Court at the age of 68 (1351 AD)and lived in
penury on the outskirts of Delhi. But taking into account both personal and political
circumstances, his views on religion at the ripe old age of 74 (1357 AD) was more like
a political tool for consolidating and expanding the state, which he identified with the
Muslim ruling elite.
7.3 THEORY AND NATURE OF KINGSHIP
Like a practical philosopher, Barani lays down guidelines that would serve as a basis
on which a king could evolve various institutions such as the judiciary, army, welfare
state, etc.
As explained in Advice II, the king should be very particular in preparing a schedule
for his duties. Once he prepares such a schedule the same must be strictly observed by
himself and his state officers. While preparing his schedule the king should remember
that most of his time should go in the service of the people and conducting state
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matters. This was what was done by Hazrat Umar who was very strict in the
observance of his schedule prepared on the model of the Holy Prophet.
To rule successfully, the king must keep up good intentions in the way of God and
Shari‟ah, as explained in Advice 1 and 2.
The king needs constant advice from scholars, experts, and intellectuals. As Barani
says in Advice 3 even the Prophet of Islam despite being the Messenger of God used
to consult his companions regularly. The king should follow the same way. But still,
there is a great problem for the king to ascertain whether a bit of advice given by his
advisers is good or bad? To reach the right conclusion, the king should consider the
following matters before accepting advice:
1) The advice should be in the equal interest of both the king and the people;
2) Negative and positive sides of every step to be taken by the king must be
taken into account;
3) The religion of the king and the people should not be endangered by acting on
the advice;
4) It should not only bring immediate gains but also produce long term good
effects;
5) It should result in goodness, not badness; the king needs constant advice from
scholars, experts, and intellectuals.
6) It should convert the enemies into friends;
7) People should readily prepare themselves to participate in such a move.
Barani goes on to the list of categories of persons who can be considered fit for giving
sincere advice to the ruler. The king is required to be very careful in this respect.
They should possess these qualities:
1) All the members of the Consultative Assembly (Majlis- i-Mushawarat) should
express themselves very clearly without any ambiguity. They should debate
the matter with logic and sound arguments. They should try to decide any
issue by consensus. Once a consensus is reached, they should jointly endeavor
to implement the decision. An issue on which consensus is not developed
should be set aside;
2) The persons whose advice is sought should be men of sincerity, devotion,
experience, and intelligence. All of them should have equal status;
3) They should be fully aware of the commands of administration and secrets of
rulership because like a doctor they must fully know about the condition of
their patients;
4) They should be given full protection and security so that they can
independently and without fear from the ruler give their advice in the
Consultative Assembly. They should freely express without fear from the
king;
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5) The king/ruler should not express his opinion or wish on any matter on which
the advice is sought. He should keep his views confidential and allow free
debate on the issue so that a free discussion in the Consultative Assembly can
be held. If the king or the ruler expresses his opinion, free discussion cannot
take place because the members of the Consultative Assembly will usually
advance their arguments sensing the king‟s opinion. Thus a free discussion
cannot be held because the cause of righteousness will suffer and
consequently the king will also not be able to reach the right conclusion.
7.3.1 NOBILITY
The nobility was the second component of the monarchy. The nobles were the chosen
individuals whom the Sultan assigned „the right to levy the revenue in particular
territories‟ which was known as Iqta. It was the basic unit of landed property whose
holders formed the main class of landed proprietors. The iqtas were frequently
transferred from one person to another, which made them non- hereditary. The revenue
resources created from the appropriation of the surplus produced by the peasants were
distributed among the ruling classes of which the Iqtadars were the principal
component. They were also part of the Royal Consultative Council which advised the
king on policy matters. Since the basic function of the Sultanate was revenue
collection, for which the entire paraphernalia of administration existed, and which
could not have been performed by the king alone, a set of people existed to collect the
revenue and advice or formulate administrative policies for it. The selection of such
people by the Sultan, therefore, was crucial for which Barani set certain guidelines,
and advised the king to be careful.
The king is suggested to appoint good persons as commanders, administrators, and
other officers of state. What care the king should exercise, Barani says in Advice 19:
About the Integrity and good character of Administrators and Helpers of the
Government King should fully understand the meaning of the Quranic verse: “Obey
Allah and His Prophet and those amongst you who are in a position of command and
rule”. Along with this, Holy Prophet‟s sayings should also be well remembered.
Every one of you is a responsible person and he/she is accountable to God about
his/her responsibility”.
Due to the importance of their functions, the king should be very careful in selecting
and appointing his officers of the state. Sincere, God-fearing, and devoted persons
should be appointed. Persons of low birth, bad habits, irreligion, and shortsightedness should not be appointed. If a ruler or king bestows his government in the
hand of nobles of bad character, his early downfall and destruction will become
definite.
While selecting the nobles, officers, and advisors, the king is advised by Barani to
keep the following qualities in his mind:
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1) Those persons should be selected whose love for Islamic ideals is more than
their love for worldly matters. A person, whose love for worldly matters,
leisures, and pleasures is more than his care for Islamic Shari‟ah, is a person
whose loyalty cannot be trusted because it is for greediness and winning
worldly favours that he has come to the king;
2) A person of integrity, sincerity, and of noble birth be selected;
3) Once such a person is selected and appointed to a responsible position he
should be taken into confidence in most of the matters;
4) King should keep alive the hope of promotion among his administrators,
Qazis, commanders, helpers, and other officers of state. While giving
promotions, however, he should see that a non-deserving person or noble
should not be promoted because if this happens, it will cause disappointment
amongst able and good officers.
Advice 12 outlines the Adoption of Certain Principles necessary for successful
administration and expeditions. The king should not only establish effective
administration in the state but rather he should also endeavor to cultivate in himself
all the features of Godhood. His real purpose in establishing order and discipline in
the state should be to establish truth in every walk of life. His state should give
Islamic Shari‟ah and the Islamic Millat a high position of honour and respect.
7.4 IDEAL POLITY
7.4.1 Laws and General Administration
As said earlier, Barani categorized laws into two kinds, the Shariat and the Zawabit.
While the Shariat meant the teachings and practices of the Prophet and the pious
Caliphs, the Zawabit was the state laws formulated by the monarch in consultation
with the nobility in the changed circumstances to cater to the new requirements which
the Shariat was unable to fulfill. It was ideal for the king, nobility, and the personnel of
administration to follow the Shariat, both in the personal domain and in public
policies. The state laws, however, were also to be formulated in case of the inability to
follow/apply the Shariat. But he cautioned simultaneously that the lawmakers must
take into account the practices of the past and contemporary socio-political conditions
while formulating the laws. The Zawabit, he said, must be in the spirit of the Shariat
and enumerated four conditions (Advice XIV) for its formulation as guidelines. First,
the Zawabit should not negate the Shariat; secondly, it must increase the loyalty and
hope among the nobles and common people towards the Sultan; thirdly, its source and
inspiration should be the Shariat and the pious Caliphs; and finally, if at all it had to
negate the Shariat out of exigencies, it must follow charities and compensation instead
of that negation. Thus what he envisaged in the Zawabit was an ideal law that could
cater to the needs of the state without offending any section of the nobility in particular
and the masses in general.
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Since the conquest of northern India by the Ghorians and their establishment of the
Sultanate, the application of the Shariat as state-policy engaged the minds of the
administrators and theoreticians as the new rulers were of a different faith (Islam) from
that of their predecessors. As a personal belief of the people, no doubt, Islam had
existed in India since the beginning of the eighth century when Muslim traders and
others began to settle down in the coastal regions, but then it had no political
importance. The revenue settlement of the new rulers with the defeated aristocracies
for the collection of the kharaj (tribute) in the initial years, the subsequent evolution of
the new iqta system and its assignment to different individuals for the collection, the
centralization of power in the hands of the Sultan, growth of trade and commerce,
production of cash-crops, collection of revenue in cash, etc, created a piquant situation
in which the application of the Shariat became difficult. Consequently, the formulation
of a new policy which was called the Zawabit became imperative for the new ruling
class.
The changing composition of the ruling class, the rebellion of their different sections
for power or status quo, etc., were the other factors that led to the requirement of new
policies. It was in this context of political flux that Barani argues for charities,
compensation, and protection for those who were deprived of their power, prosperity,
and political clout. Since the iqta was transferable till FiruzTughlaq‟s time, there were
frequent changes in the fortunes of political families. In such flux, the Shariat was the
only potent force to keep them united vis-a-vis the rais, ranas, rawats, etc., who
professed a different faith. Although defeated, they had the potential to pose problems
for the Sultanate if a situation providing them with such opportunity arose. The
peasant revolt of 1330 AD in the Doab (the flat alluvial tract between the Ganges and
Yamuna rivers extending from the Sivalik Hills to the two rivers‟ confluence at
Prayagraj) led by such rais must have been at the back of Barani‟s mind. Thus the
search for laws that served the interests of the state and the ruling nobility without
offending the masses or any section of the defeated nobles was his prime concern.
7.4.2 Army and Military Administration
Another essential requirement of a good government or king is the maintenance of an
efficient and disciplined army. Out of the three main pillars of the administration, the
army was the preeminent one that was organized on the decimal system and based on
the Turkish-Mongol model. It was divided into four parts, viz., infantry (foot soldiers
or payaks), cavalry (horsemen), war-elephants and auxiliary, viz., boats, engineers,
transporters, scouts, spies, etc. The cavalry was further divided into three wings, viz.,
murattab, sawar, and do-aspah, which respectively meant a soldier without a horse, a
soldier with a single horse, and a soldier with two horses. The rank and file such as
khan, malik, amir, sipahsalar, etc. (Advice VII) which were composed of Turks,
Tartars, Rajputs, and others were paid either in cash or were assigned the revenues of
different villages as per their grades. As the Sultanate ultimately rested on the power
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of the army, whose basic functions were the security and expansion of the state, Barani
advised the king to take greater care in its efficiency, checking corruption and
conspiracies within it and so on. The monarch also maintained personal troops called
qalb for his safety and ultimate reliability in case of rebellion occurring from within
the nobility. The army, apart from performing its above-mentioned roles, acquired
importance for another reason as well. It acted as a facilitator in the expansion of Islam
since the ruling class of the Sultanate came as invaders and immigrants and it needed a
large support base.
For the selection and maintenance of such an Army Barani puts advice No.7:
1) The king should constantly watch the interests and welfare of his dedicated
workers. He should never show negligence in this respect because his whole
rulership depends on the welfare of this group;
2) He should spend largely to recruit and maintain such a group. For instance, he
should not hesitate in spending a large amounts on recruiting his dedicated
soldiers. All the requirements and provisions of the army should be adequately
met so that the soldiers and other dedicated workers become self-sufficient in
their worldly needs. This will enable them to fully devote their energies to the
cause of state and kingship;
3) The commanders of such an army and leaders of such dedicated workers
should be very kind-hearted persons. They should be intelligent;
4) Another essential requirement of a good government or king is the
maintenance of an efficient and disciplined army.
Barani has laid down Advice 9 relating to the Appointment of Intelligence and
Information Officers and Ambassadors. If an Islamic king comes to know about the
signs of a revolt or disturbance in any part of his empire through his intelligence and
information officers, he evolves a plan in advance to tackle the situation. This plan is
prepared by him in consultation with his advisors, commanders, and administrators.
Thus the situation is tackled before its ripeness. To substantiate his viewpoint Barani
has cited the example of Hazrat Umar who appointed his intelligence and information
officers and kept his ambassadors at different areas of his Empire after the conquest
of Iran.
Barani has cited the example of Alexander who used to get weekly, fortnightly and
monthly reports about different areas of his vast empire by establishing an efficient
espionage system under the control of able intelligence and information officers. This
information is necessary for devising an intelligent state policy.
He also mentioned in Advice 10 that the king should take maximum care to keep the
army fully equipped with the armaments and other facilities and to keep it as an everready force for defensive and aggressive purposes.
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7.4.3 Bureaucracy
The bureaucracy was another necessary component of the Sultanate whose basic
function was to measure the land and fix and collect the taxes for its disbursement
among its beneficiaries, and in its absence, the very existence of the ruling class would
have become redundant and neither would have the army sustained itself. It operated
at three levels, viz., center, province, and village. The Diwan- i -Wazarat is headed by a
wazir (the head of revenue and finance, also known as the prime minister) and assisted
by a naib, Musharif- i-Mamalik, Mustawfi- i-Mamalik, and dabirs, was at the apex of
the revenue department. Corresponding to it at the provincial level, the administration
was headed by muqtis or walls. Below him was the Diwan (ministry of revenue)
provincial wazir, the counterpart of the central wazir, but more or less with
independent charge, who was accountable to the central wazir. In the initial and latter
parts of the Sultanate, the walis became considerably independent in collection,
expenditure, audit, and accounts of their revenue. But in the middle phase (Khaljis and
early Tughlaqs), however, they had to route the balance sheet to the king‟s treasury
through the Diwan/provincial wazir. At the local, (sarkar, pargana, village) level was
the Muqaddam (the headman of the village), Chaudhari, etc., who were in charge of
the collection and fixation of revenue with the patwari as the village accountant and
keeper of records. The revenue was collected based on the estimate prepared for each
locality, based on their revenue-paying capacity; and the salary of the staff was paid
from this revenue as per their status. Almost throughout the Sultanate, the revenue
amount collected was half of the produce of the peasants which was levied separately
on their landholdings. The tax was fixed and collected on each unit of the area
irrespective of the produce of the current year‟s harvest. It was paid both in cash and
in-kind.
AlauddinKhalji preferred to collect it in kind and it was later on commuted into cash at
market prices thereby placing the cultivators at a disadvantage. „Besides the la nd
revenue, other burdens were also imposed upon the peasants; in particular, the tax on
cattle or grazing tax.‟ Thus, overall the tax burden was heavy, particularly, for the
lower strata (balahar, the village menial) upon whom the upper strata (khot, the large
village landholder) passed on their burden as well. Barani‟s passage in this context on
forsaking severe exactions (Advice XVI), checking corruption, recognizing the rights
of people (Advice XIII), etc., acquires clear meaning when he discussed dispe nsing of
justice to subjects or advised kings to protect the weak against the strong. How far was
he heeded to may well be guessed from the fact that the three-tier structure of the
revenue bureaucracy, which was highly centralized despite its vast spread in terms of
territorial extent, played the same stellar role, along with the army, throughout the
Sultanate period without much changes either in the percentage of revenue collection
per cultivator or in checking the tax burden being passed on to the weake r elements by
their superiors. The advice could not have been heeded because of the structural
limitation of the ruling nobility in the pre-capitalist society. The only possibility, at
best, was to provide temporary relief to the raiyats either under the pressure of social
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discontentment or natural calamities. To Barani all these were means of dispensing
justice towards which we now turn our attention.
7.4.4 Justice: Social, Economic, Legal and Political
As Barani explains in Advice 5, the king should remember that justice is an important
ingredient of Din- i-Islam. Without justice, there can be no concept of Din. It is
through justice that a balance in human society can be established. Din and justice are
linked together, like twin children. It is through justice that all the criminals are
checked and order and peace in the society is established. If this ideal of justice is not
attained, the principles of Islam will not gain ground in society. For the king,
sometimes, it becomes more important to establish justice because unless the
criminals are not severely punished, peaceful citizens will not be able to devote
themselves to the service of Almighty Allah.
Justice was regarded as the third essential element of the administration, which to
Barani was all-encompassing, from remission of land tax to supply of commodities to
buyers at production cost and from dispensing civil and criminal cases to granting
monetary help to the needy from the state treasury. For instance, he advised the king to
„settle before his throne the prices of all things according to the principle of production
cost‟ (Advice IX) and suggested that the Diwan-i-Riyasat, the controller general of the
market, the Shahana- i-Mandi, the superintendent of the grain market, and other
officials should control irregularities in the market such as checking the weight and
measures, deliberate hike in prices, hoarding, etc. The reasons behind this suggestion
were two-fold: first, a hike in the prices of commodities would affect the army,
particularly the subaltern rank, directly, and, second, it might have led to
discontentment among the general populace. As the prices of the commodities
concerned everyone, a hike without a corresponding increase in the income of the
people, particularly of the lower strata of society, and of army personnel who were
paid salary in cash might have created discontentment leading to problems for the
state. As revenue exactions were already severe, there was no further possibility of its
enhancement. Consequently, an increase in the salary of the army personnel was ruled
out. Further, at the existing rate of revenue paid to the treasury, there was no scope for
savings on the part of the peasantry who could not cope with increased prices. As a
result, an increase in prices would affect a vast section of the population both civilian
and military which could have posed a threat to the security of the Sultanate from
within and without either in the form of popular revolt or in military mutiny, desertion,
etc. Thus an increase in the prices had the possibility of cascading and far-reaching
implications for the Sultanate. Therefore, to avert it, the need for such justice was
imperative.
Another aspect related to justice and consequently with the security of the state was
the remission of taxes. At least during calamities, Barani suggested, the king should
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remit or reduce taxes and extend monetary help from the treasury till the time it was
possible and necessary. Failure of crops, with a consequent increase in prices coupled
with the continuation of revenue collection in the same proportion as during normal
harvest seasons, might have created discontentment among the populace. Aware of the
heavy surplus appropriation from the peasantry, frequent changes in the iqta- holders
and the double burden of tax payment on the lower strata made him suggest forsaking
severe revenue exaction, protecting the rights of people both plebian and iqta- losers,
checking corruption, etc, which he considered as a part of dispensing justice. But all
these suggested measures did not emanate from any philanthropic reasoning - rather
these were the articles of advice of a realist concerned with the security of the state.
He cited the examples of Hazrat Umar and Caliph Mamun-ur-Rashid, the way they
became very kind to good officers who helped them in the establishment of justice in
the empire.
To dispense justice the courts were divided into civil and criminal categories and they
operated at central and provincial levels. The judges were to be appointed by the king,
with himself at the apex of the judicial structure, and the fountainhead of just ice and
highest court of appeal. Below him were Quazi- ul-Quzat (Chief Judge), Sadr-usSadur,, or Sadr-ul-Mulk (Provincial Judge) Amir-i-Dad-Bek- i-Hazrat (Central Judicial
Officers), Qazj, Amir- i-Dad (Judicial officers at the the provincial level) Muhtasibs
(municipal officers and moral censors),, and so on in the respective order. The king in
dealing with the religious cases was assisted by the mufti and the Sadr-us-Sadur while
in secular cases he was assisted by Qazi- ul-Quzat. As the Sultanate was mainly urban
in character, the organization of justice was limited to the main administrative centers.
The Panchayats continued with their customary modes of dispensing justice based on
status, caste, property, etc. They were free from formal organizational encumbrances
of the Sultanate, and the laws relateto it. Justice, thus, had two operational levels: one,
operating in rural areas, another, operating in the urban-administrative centers. But in
both cases there was one common factor was that there was no discriminatory justice
rather it was differential justice based on the merits of the cases and the religion of the
individuals.
Although Barani emphasized following the Shariat wherever possible, the very
possibility of its operation was marginalized by the changing composition of the rulers
and military-bureaucratic, quasi-judicial personnel of the administration, and greater
incorporation of Hindus and Indianized Turks into it. The economic basis of the
Sultanate necessitating revenue collection and leading to compromises with the local
aristocracy was the second factor that annulled the operation of the Shariat. The third
factor was the vast population of Hindus inhabiting the rural areas surrounding the
minuscule population of the Muslims living within the restricted urban-administrative
centers who could not have been antagonized at the cost of jeopardizing the security of
the state. We, therefore, find the adoption of a liberal attitude on the part of the
Sultanate ruling class towards the Hindus for which Barani complained but also
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simultaneously emphasized the formulation of the Zawabit. Barani‟s theory of justice
thus essentially emanated from the perspective of the security of the state. Firstly,
using religion he attempted to consolidate the Muslim population and various factions
of the ruling class and tried to link the two; secondly, through the Zawabit he tried to
solve the grievances of the Zimmis, and other social problems which remained
unsolved by the Shariat; and finally, he used „justice‟ as an instrument to expand the
basis of a political obligation of the subjects towards the state. But the contradictory
aspect of his theory was his hatred and contempt towards the nondescripts which
nullified his political use of religion to link the underprivileged with the rulers. Here,
however, one must be careful in analyzing the conditions of poor Muslims.
Economically, they might have been poor and weak vis-à-vis the rulers, but
psychologically they might have professed the thought of being superior to the Hindus
of the corresponding stature by professing the same faith as the Islamic rulers and
sharing their common ancestral homeland. For this reason, a feeling of being the
conqueror and ruler might have existed in them with the tendency of looking down
upon the Hindus with contempt in the same way as an economically poor Brahmin
looks down upon individuals of the lower castes of corresponding economic stature
regarding himself superior to them. Barani might have tried to use these feelings
among the poor Muslims for the benefit of the ruling class and the state. Being a realist
and an opportunist, he tried every means to achieve the political objective of the
Sultanate and the expansion of its social base. Ironically, he never represented the
dominant ideology of his class in the context of religion (co-opting and compromising
with the Hindus), and neither did he identify himself with the changing composition of
the rulers (plebianisation of nobility), yet his Fatawa acquired prominence in history.
There lies his enigma.
7.4.5 State Policies, Rules, and Regulations
Barani explains in Advice 15 that the king should know that it is by framing good
policies and rules and regulations that the state administration can be established on
secure foundations. These should be framed for the promotion of the aforementioned
ideals and to distinguish between right and wrong on a permanent basis in the light of
Islamic Shari‟ah. The purpose of framing these rules and policies should be for the
benefit of the present as well as for the future. If this ideal is not achieved then the
law and policy cannot be termed as good. After framing law they should be strictly
enforced by the king and his administrators. All these laws and regulations should be
framed in consultation with Ulama, scholars, and intellectuals of Islam.
7.5 SUMMARY
ZiauddinBarani was a Muslim historian and political thinker who lived in Delhi
Sultanate during Muhammad binTughlaq and Firuz Shah's reign. He composed the
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Tarikh-i-FiruzShahi, a major historical work on medieval India, which covers the
period from the reign of Ghiyas- ud-dinBalban to the first six years of the reign of
Firuz Shah Tughluq. His ' Fatwa- i-Jahandari' gives an account of the Muslim class
system in South Asia.
Barani‟s eminence lies in his theory of history and its constant application in different
aspects of the society of his time resulting in his theory of statecraft which made him
unique and enigmatic. In fact, it won‟t be wrong to say that he marshaled all his
knowledge and experiences from the past and the events of his time to serve the
interests of the Sultanate. The prominent elements of his theory were his belief in the
hereditary status of the nobility, espousal of political expediency on the part of
monarchy and nobility, and contempt for the downtrodden. While the last element was
the corollary of the first, the second element was intended to serve the purpose of
consolidation and expansion of the Sultanate and consequently of the ruling class. To
this end, all means, such as religion, despotism, benevolence, the annihilation of the
Hindus, etc. were to be employed. He was not against the Hindus per se as it has been
alleged but against the Hindu elite from whom he feared a potential threat to the
Sultanate. Conversion or annihilation of the Zimmis (Zimmis were those Jews,
Christians, and Hindus who used to live under Muslim rulership) essentially meant the
conversion/annihilation of the elite among them. Moreover, Shariat was only the tool
to be used for the benefit of the Sultanate; and for the same purpose, he suggested
judicious mixing of benevolence and despotism to enhance the power prestige, and
wealth of the Sultanate. Justice likewise was intended to serve the pecuniary interests
of the state rather than to fulfill the politico-economic needs of the masses. It was
meant to expand the social base of political obligation towards the monarchy.
He consistently upheld the interests and values of the traditional Muslim (Turk)
aristocracy who he thought were intrinsically superior to any other section of society.
It acquired such prominence that purity of birth became the parameter of judgment for
every appointment of personnel in the organs of government. They were to be judged
based on an appointee‟s hereditary status. Further, his status was to be hierarchical and
graded. His contempt for low-born was so strong that even those who moved into the
realm of nobility were looked down upon. He went as far as to suggest the banning of
education among the lower classes to check their mobility; for education acted as a
catalyst in providing an opportunity to individuals in their vocations. The changing
composition of the ruling nobility which consisted mostly of former plebians incensed
him. Even the changes that he suggested, for example, for formulating the Zawabit,
which emanated from new necessities, were essentially geared to serve the overall
interests of the Sultanate.
Thus the entire theory of Barani had a definite interest. On the surface, his Fatawa or
Tarikh may look like a bundle of contradictions, but beneath it lies the consistency of
his interest - the protection, consolidation, and expansion of the Sultanate, the methods
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applied to achieve these aims notwithstanding. Essentially a conservative aristocrat in
his outlook, he craved stability but was surpassed by the changing circumstances of his
time, and sidelined by the class whom he desired to represent.
7.6 EXERCISE
1. Discuss the basic elements of the model of Ideal State drawn by Barani.
2. Outline the Theory of Kingship pointed out by Barani.
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